



































































































































Holomorphic c found played a

large role in our discussion

of surfaces of general
Whathappens in higher guns

Recall that a simple wayofconstructing
a t form out is to start with an altar

of charts where all transition functions
are translations and take the fi I

Es de

QE
Cdz dZ






































































































































fdzfdfotGD dzzo.dz dftfzI.dz de

We can use a similar construction of
holomorphic l forma in higher genus

Recall that when we constructed a

Riemann surface structure on the boundary
of a polyhedron we used two typesof
charts one type for the vertices and

AI
fELF

e
was
charts

Vertex charts






































































































































one type for every other point
The overlapsforthe second charts had
theform 2 Etc As we saw

in the constructionof the pillowcase
this constructionworks more generally
whenever we have polygons in a glued

together by isometriesalongthe edges
If we have a collectionof polygons where
all gluingmaps leave the forum 2 m Ze

then we can build a bed I formCat least away
consider from the reentering
Crumple

FmEFEEEaamm
1Gown with a zero

onesing of order2
pointueenthgee g w

o 8 314 61 I a gnf
Here theisometries are all translations






































































































































What happens at thevertex Here we

have a chant of the forum
z z'b

wheretheaponent b is chosen so that the
cave angle of alt maps to the eone angle
of Ut Iet 4 be the inverse chart

YAY 4 dz dfz.dz 3 Edt

Thus we see that the natural l form
has a zero of order 2 at the vertue

forthe l form
In general a zero of order k corresponded
to a core angle of UTCkid






































































































































In fact every bolt form arises from
construction 1

Given a bed 1 fount on R remove

from12 the zeros and poles off

Any pet R Eagan polis ft u be
a simply connected set containing p

fade
Suire 0 is closed and u is auriply

annected o de mu

fit

how f Cp fcpt o

so F is locally invertible On some awaller
nbd upon't of p F is a holomorphic bijection
keepol Fflip
Set A contrastof sets up and charts top

On an overlap 4 and to both

satisfy ol 0 so Colj day0 and






































































































































j Ole C Q G dZ tC
c is the construct

z Etc
ofmitigation

If we pull back theform de on Y.cat

we get of Cdt to D

At a zero olio locally a branched

cover ofG E few a good local word chart

O def u E d Z so orderof the zero is u i

lift theflat structure to get a cone

point with cone angle ran

Curvature is zit coneangle UTCorderofgood

Prop If 0 is a meromorphic t form
on a compact Reimannsurface 12 then

KR polesoff zerosof0 where both
are counted with multiplicity






































































































































Proof Using the altar we can constrict

a nectar field on R

We look at the vectorfield which in
each travatutuin chart is givenby ax
Overlap functions preservethis water field
This vector

H k u

2d z u

Geroofombre gives
a Ea
du 2Zdz

winding l o zd z FA Ez

In general the index of the singular
point corresponding to Ed z is u






































































































































Want a vector z t z e s mapping to 1
Tube I En DEzCE E E I

4
winding u

According to the Poincare index then

HR is the sum of the indices at the

zeros HR PIE
orderofgroatp

Example A holomorphic l form on a

surface of guns it has no zeros

A holomorphic l form on a surface

of germs greater than i wet have
a zero snice get X co






































































































































Another new feature in genus 2 is that
a given surface R has a 2 dimensional

space of holomorphic l forma so

the connection between conformal
structures and bud I forms is not

so immediate

If we fix R we can find i forum90
with genoa at different points
on R This implies Aunt o is not
a multipleoff
The collectionof t forms on R is still
an important invariant We can

consider the collectionof homomorpluains
it i ID

obtained by integrating lad I forms
This is a subspaceof doing miside Hourtalk
Which is a a vector spaceof dim 2g






































































































































This discussion is most naturally
phrased in terms of cohomology
This is an interesting invariant but
it does not allow us to construct

a moduli space as it did in g i






































































































































Howmight we construct a moduli

spore of genus 2 surfaced
There is a second way to construct
Me By means of the Weierstrass
construction a surfaceof gemmae
is conformally equivalent to a 2 fold
branched cover of Cios branched over

4 points Two such surfaces are

conformally equivalent if there is an

automorphism of Qos tubing one

quadruple to the other
It turns out that everysurfaceof gears 2 arises from this hyperelliptic

construction as a brandied eaves over

a pts in Qa






































































































































In the genus I case we identified the
moduli space with a spare of polynomials
of degrees Perhaps this suggests that

the moduli space has an algebra
geometricinterpretation in general
This is indeed the case The moduli

spree is a subjectof attention in

aly geom The moduli space closer

plays a role in stringtheorywhere
strings are Riemann surfaces The

moduli space is the openerofatruigo
Theconnection between moduli ypened
and physics has also led to new

tools in aly geometry


